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7 rAttached herewith is a [JAGUAR^report of debriefing of 
IAESMASH regarding the repercussions to the defection of 
GOLITSYN.
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^[SECRET //?
Anatoliy .’.'ikhaylcvich COLTTfrrJ
Q Anatoliy Xilut-vlovich KLIMOV 

bom 25.8.1926. ;
Defected in Finland 15.12.1$31. !

1
GOLITSYN defected during source’s period of service with the K.G.B. 1t 

Source heard about hin Iron various K.G.B. officers but never ret hin 
and knew of hin only by this nano. Irina TcPLlAKOVA however also knew 1 
of GOLITSYN so KLIMOV. She heard his story when she visited her parent 
in Finland and, while there, she net GOLITSYN* c wife who called on her | 
Bother.

2. X?ith regard to GOLITSYN* 3 defection, source said he had been- told 
in London by both Komtantin Ivanovich ZOTOV head of K.G.B. Branch 2 
(Counter-intelligence) there, and Sorgey Mikhaylovich GOLUBEV, the K.G.B. 
officer responsible for the S.K., that GOLITSYN, whoso job in Finland 
source described as “Branch 2 or scuething", had clashed violently with, 
his Resident in Helsinki. He wrote a number of official and private | 
letters to Moscow asking that either he or the Resident bo transferred. I 
Headquarters refksbd to 03x00 this, end when he visited .’’oacow threatened I 
that if ha failed to cat on with the Resident he would be in dancer of 1 
losing his job. This was too raich for GOLITSYN, eo he defected. Sourest 
added that this reason for GOLITSYK’s defection was convincing, and that f 
he had never hoard any runout that it was not genuine. . t

f
3. Source gave the following infomation about the noasures taken by ‘i 
the K.G.B. as the result of GOLITSYN'S defection* i

(a) He had been sentenced to death* this was stated in an article 
in "The Chekist" which appeared sane tine after 1964. The K.G.B. 
would try to kill hin as soon as they could find hin.

(b) Within six weeks of COLUBEY’s arrival in London on 12.G.71. ho 
told source that he had received a telegram froa Headquarters ordering 
him to concentrate on obtaining information about GOLITSYN, (to whoa 
the K.G.B. had given the abusivo nicknane URCD), because according to 
their infomation GOLITSYN had visited England several tines, and whili 
they hod now established "ths place of residence" they had no approach 
to hin. Moscow required d6 tailed infomation about where he was livjj 
his habits and activities. Fren the wording of this telegraas source 
deduced that GOLITSYN was not resident in England, and that the object 
of this order was to renind GOLUBEV of a standing instruction that the 
highest priority was to be given to obtaining infomation about hia.
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